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Interview: Homeland Beckons Older Immigrants 

 
One man, who spent half his life in Australia, plans to return to England. 
Similarly, an older woman is torn between rejoining her sister in England 
and staying in Australia for her four grandsons.  
 
So why do long-time immigrants want to return to their country of origin?  
 
In Return Migration in Later Life: International Perspectives, social 
gerontologist John Percival shines a light on the complexity of the 
immigrant experience around the world. Even after decades in their host 
country, immigrants in Australia, as in other countries, feel an emotional 
"pull" home to their native country in later life. 
  
To learn more, AHB reached Dr. Percival in the school of social and 
community medicine at the University of Bristol in Bristol, U.K. 
 
Ruth Dempsey: The people in your study left England more than 30 
years ago. Why did they leave?  
 
John Percival: Some moved to Australia as children when their families 
emigrated there. The adults in my study left England for various reasons, 
including the desire to escape austerity in post-war Britain. They were 
looking for secure and better paid employment. Some wanted to start a new 
life away from personal troubles, and others set off in a spirit of adventure. 
 
RD: What did they say about their years in Australia? 
 
JP: Most spoke favourably about their lives in Australia. They said that 
good work opportunities, a good lifestyle and climate had made the country 
a great place to raise and educate a family. And they were grateful to 
Australia for these positive experiences. 
 
A minority of participants were more critical of their host country. They said 
that they had been treated as outsiders in their communities, never fully 
accepted as equals, and sometimes derided as "whingeing poms" (derogatory 
term for English immigrants who regularly complain). 
 
RD: So what triggered their desire to return to England? 
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JP: Many people said the desire to return home was triggered by an 
emotional "pull," a longing to go back to the country of their roots, where 
they felt they truly belonged. This pull had become more profound in later 
life. One woman talked about an affinity for homeland that strikes an inner 
chord and resonates with something deeply personal. 
 
Family connections were important, too. Many told me of their desire to 
reconnect with siblings, other family members and of a desire to strengthen 
these ties. This seemed to be more keenly felt by those who were divorced, 
widowed or had no children.  
 
A 55-year-old school teacher mentioned a network of friends in England, 
who he has kept in touch with throughout his years in Australia, and who he 
considers will be friends at the end. 
 
Also, retirement played a role. People simply had more time. Their children 
had gone on to live lives of their own. One woman remarked that it was a 
very good time to return because no one was depending on her, and she 
didn't want to look back and feel, "I should have done it."  
 
RD: Some wanted to return to England but they couldn't face leaving 
their grandchildren behind . . .  
 
JP: Yes, this tension was apparent in many of the interviews, as people 
spoke of being torn between a yearning to be back in their country of origin 
and an equally strong bond with their grandchildren. Those who could afford 
it, decided that one way to resolve the tension was to establish two bases and 
spend time in both home and host country. Meanwhile, others endured a 
great deal of soul-searching as they tried to reach a decision that they could 
live with. 
 
RD: The decision was stressful and emotionally draining . . . 
 
JP: Yes, many were torn by conflicting emotions, particularly people with 
children and or grandchildren in Australia. They knew they would miss them 
greatly, especially if they were unable to return to see them regularly. 
 
Also, people were reluctant to discuss their thoughts with friends or even 
family for fear they would be castigated as disloyal.  
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In addition, there were a few participants whose Australian spouses did not 
share their enthusiasm about relocation to England. Naturally, this affected 
their relationship. 
 
RD: At least one participant left it too late . . .  
 
JP: That's right. By the time one 84-year-old man had decided to take the 
plunge and return to his home country, he realized, after a short time in 
England, that he was too old to re-settle there. Also, his wife decided she 
could not leave Australia to join him, so he went back to Australia. 
 
RD: Did people say where they wanted to be buried? 
 
JP: Some people identified their country of origin as their preferred final 
resting place. One woman told me that she had asked her daughters to make 
sure that some, if not all, her ashes are returned to England to rest in English 
soil.  
 
RD: Two women in your study did return to England. How did things 
work out for them?  
 
JP: June lives in the north of England and has settled well. Initially, she had 
some difficulty trying to make sense of the different pension, utility and 
transport systems. 
 
June had an overwhelming desire to return to England, a yearning that 
dominated all aspects of her life, and one that she could not resist. Over 
time, she has developed a more balanced view of her commitments. She told 
me that she was at ease in the knowledge that she can go back to Australia at 
any time should she wish to. Meanwhile, she plans regular trips back to visit 
her grown sons and friends there. 
 
A second woman, an Australian called Wynne, returned to England with her 
English husband who was desperate to reconnect with his siblings in the 
south of England, while there was still time. They had both spent lengthy 
periods back in England on previous occasions, but they made the move 
permanent after Peter retired. 
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Peter said that he had never really felt accepted or socially included in 
Australia. He disliked the derision directed at him, as an Englishman, by 
many Australians. The couple settled back in England reasonably well, 
although this followed an unexpected period of isolation, as the couple 
realized that the lives of family and friends in England had moved on, and 
the couple were not as integral to those lives as they thought they would be.  
 
But things gradually improved, as they made new friends through 
volunteering in their local community. When Wynne's father subsequently 
died, she went back to Australia to organize things so that her mother could 
return with her to live near the couple in England. 
 
RD: Finally, your book is full of valuable insights. What tips do you 
have for immigrants pondering the return home.  
 
JP:  Here's three: 
 
1.Talk to close friends and family, both in home and host countries, so that 
emotional and practical challenges can be aired and fully considered. 
 
2. Pin down the nuts and bolts of relocation. Familiarize yourself with 
pension, housing, leisure and support systems. Try to spend a trial period in 
the home country before making a permanent move to make sure the reality 
matches expectations. 
 
3. Build in a strategy for possible change of heart. So, if return migration 
does not work out as well as expected, there is an alternative plan. 
Maintaining connections with the host country can be an important part of 
this strategy. 
 
 

Book: Grandmothers Light Up the World 
 
The grandmother's heart is the school where one prepares oneself 
or life. 

—  Senegalese proverb 
 
Paola Gianturco's Grandmother Power documents an international 
movement of grandmothers fighting poverty, disease, illiteracy and human 
rights abuse to create a better future for their grandchildren. 
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This award-winning book features 225 colour photos and riveting stories 
about 120 activist grandmothers from 15 countries on five continents.  
 
Here are some of their stories: 
 
Grandmothers in Swaziland support as many as 12 or 15 AIDS orphans at a 
time. Siphiwe Hlophe, a 40-year-old mother of four, became one of the first 
women to publically acknowledge she had AIDS in 1999. Soon after, 
Hlophe and four other women launched Swaziland for Positive Living 
(SWAPOL), an organization for women living with AIDS. Their aim: to 
educate families about HIV/AIDS and help women deal with their illness. 
Today, 9,500 SWAPOL members manage households, tend cattle, run seed 
nurseries and arrange for their grandchildren's education. 
 
Across Canada, 240 grandmother groups work untiringly to support 
grandmothers from 15 African countries to raise and care for HIV/AIDS 
orphans. In the past eight years, they have raised over $19 million. Gianturco 
is donating royalties from the book to the Stephen Lewis Foundation's 
Grandmothers to Grandmothers campaign. 
 
In India, hundreds of rural women learn solar engineering to bring light to 
their villages. After spending six months at the Barefoot College in Tilonia 
village, 100 kilometers (60 miles) from the capital of the western state of 
Rajasthan, the Grandmother Solar Engineers return to their communities to 
build and install solar lighting systems and assemble solar lanterns and water 
heaters.  
 
Argentine grandmothers continue to search for their grandchildren, who 
were abducted after their parents were murdered during the nation's military 
dictatorship. In 1977, women looking for the babies of their "disappeared" 
daughters launched a group called Abuelas (Grandmothers) de Plaza de 
Mayo to fight for their return. To date, they have reclaimed 114 children. 
 
In Senegal, the Grandmother Project and World Vision have teamed up to 
improve girls' health and well-being. The Girls' Holistic Development 
Project uses games, stories and dances to explore what is good and what is 
bad about cultural traditions. Grandmothers educate people about the 
consequences of child marriage, teen pregnancy and female genital 
mutilation. Some villages have decided to abandon these practices. 
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Four hundred Israeli grandmothers monitor military checkpoints throughout 
the West Bank to prevent human rights abuses against Palestinians. 
Everyday, thousands of Palestinians pass through checkpoints to get to 
school, doctors and jobs. The grandmothers publish daily reports of abuse on 
Machsomwatch and send summaries to journalists and members of 
parliament.  
 
In Guatemala, grandmothers fight child abuse by creating community 
networks and promoting good parenting skills. Grandmothers in Jalapa 
operate a child abuse hotline. "Our symbol is the butterfly," one 
grandmother said. "We solve problems so children can fly."  
 
This beautifully-crafted book is a moving testament to the power of older 
women to make change. 
 
 

Interview: Male Partners Influence Late Motherhood 
 
The number of women giving birth after age 35 is on the rise in many 
countries, including Canada. The spotlight has been on young women who 
delay childbirth to pursue a career, but new research reveals many other 
reasons for late motherhood.  
 
Rachel Jarvie and colleagues at Plymouth University (Plymouth, Devon, 
U.K.) interviewed women who gave birth early in their reproductive lives 
and again after 35 years of age. The researchers' goal was to find out why 
women choose to have babies in later life. 
 
The findings appeared online in the Journal of Women & Aging on Jan.12, 
2015.  
 
To learn more, AHB reached Dr. Jarvie at Plymouth University. 
 
Ruth Dempsey: Can you give me a thumbnail sketch of the women in 
the study. 
 
Rachel Jarvie: They were in their late 30s or early 40s. These women had 
one or more children when they were relatively young. There was at least a 
10-year gap before they had another child (or children) after the age of 35. 
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Some of the women were married and others were co-habiting. They worked 
in a range of working and lower-middle-class occupations. 
 
RD: Why did the women to choose to give birth after a gap of 10 years 
or more? 
 
RJ: One of the most common reasons was that their male partner wanted a 
child.  
 
Women ― who had been married or had lived with a partner for a long 
period and had older children ― talked about how their partners expressed 
the desire to have another child before it was "too late." 
 
Several women in the study had new partners. Some partners wanted a child 
because they had no children of their own. 
 
New male partners were sometimes younger and they had come to a time in 
their life when they were ready to have a family. In some cases, women felt 
it was important to provide a child for the man's sake, especially if he was 
not already a father. Others 
felt that having a child with their new partner was necessary to "cement" 
their relationship.  
 
Strikingly, our study indicates men were instrumental in women's decision 
to have a child "late" in their reproductive careers. However, men's role in 
decision-making with respect to fertility has been understudied. 
 
RD: What were some other reasons? 
 
RJ: Women said having a child deferred the aging process: it kept them 
young. They talked about having a baby in one's 40s as a distraction from 
thinking about menopause or becoming a grandmother.  
 
These issues have been highlighted in the media by older mothers such as 
44-year-old Emma Cook, who told The Times newspaper, " At my age 
looking visibly pregnant is decidedly more youth-enhancing than the 
alternative: perimenopausal."  
 
Women also talked nostalgically of mothering their older children when they 
were toddlers and of wanting to have those experiences again. 
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RD: What about caring for a toddler and teenagers at the same time? 
Did they find that a challenge? 
 
RJ: Yes, older children often needed support with school work or decisions 
concerning new programs or future careers. The women found it hard to 
divide their time equally between children and this sometimes caused 
friction, especially if older children were unhappy about the new edition to 
the family. 
 
But others said their children were very supportive and helped with 
childcare. This was especially helpful if there were no grandparents around 
to help out. 
 
RD: What were the best bits about being an older mother? 
 
RJ: Women talked about the pleasure they took in mothering a young child 
again. Many felt they were "better" mothers because they had become more 
patient. They described playing and singing with children in ways they 
hadn't when their older children were young. 
 
Some said that teenage children were horrified that their parents were 
engaging in sexual activity at their age! 
 
RD: The women had to deal with criticism from friends and even 
strangers. Why is that? 
 
RJ: Yes, the women were dismayed by questions from strangers and 
acquaintances in respect to their pregnancy. They were asked why, having 
moved out of the stage of having very young children, they would want to 
go back to it. People commented that it would be hard for older children to 
cope. And some even asked women whether the baby had the same father as 
the older children. 
 
The issue of "older" motherhood has raged in the British media for several 
years now. That may be one explanation for people's interest. In 2005, for 
example, the BBC news website received hundreds of comments when it 
posed the question: "Have Your Say: Do Older Mothers 'Defy Nature'?" 
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But the criticism is not new. Studies show that women deemed to have 
"chosen" motherhood at the "wrong" time, whether "late" or "early," are 
likely to be criticized and have their mothering skills questioned.  
 
RD: So what would you hope people would take away from your study? 
 
RJ: As I mentioned earlier, "older" mothers themselves have been the centre 
of extensive debate here in the U.K., yet their voices are seldom heard. 
Women in this study had predominantly positive experiences of older 
mothering. 
 
Also, media coverage has focused on women who are said to have delayed 
their first pregnancy to pursue a career. They are stereotyped as high-flyers. 
However, little attention has been given to the significant numbers of 
women who already have children and are choosing to have babies later in 
life. We wanted to draw attention to these women and their experiences. 
 
 

Study: Gay Men With HIV/AIDS Show Resilience in Aging 
 

My old friends, my new friends who are old, or older, sixty, 
seventy, take pills with meals or after dinner. Arthritis 
scourges them. But irremediable light is farther away from 
them; they seem to hold it at bay better than the young 
middle-aged whom something, or another something, kills 
before the chapter's finished, the play staged. 

 — Marilyn Hacker, Against 
Elegies 

 
HIV no longer poses the death sentence it once did. In high-income 
countries, at least, it is a manageable chronic illness. But what does it mean 
to age with HIV?  
 
James Masten examined this question in a study published this January in 
the Journal of Gerontological Social Work. Also co-author of the highly 
regarded Aging With HIV: A Gay Man's Guide, Masten drew on data from 
in-depth interviews with 15 gay men living with HIV/AIDS in the New 
York City area. The men ranged in age from 50 to 64 years of age. 
  
Growing old with HIV 
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The study found participants faced four main hurdles: 
 

• physical challenges 
 

• sense of loss  
 

• internal change, and  
 

• stigma 
 
Physical challenges: Several of the men had lived with HIV for nearly half 
of their lives. They experienced a host of physical challenges, including 
fatigue, diarrhea, neuropathy and diabetes. They had to stick to a strict 
regimen of medication, exercise and nutrition to maintain their health. Many 
found the daily grind frustrating. 
 
George, 58, described living with HIV as a "full time" job. He missed the 
social contact and regular routine of work: 
 
 Now, I'm starting to think that maybe if I could find something that 
was maybe  even two days a week, 'cause I have to be very careful about not 
getting . . . stress  is the killer. Stress is what kills you. And I'd rather be 
poor than stressed. 
 
Mario, a 53-year-old hairdresser left his job at a downtown salon to work out 
of his home. The opportunity to work fewer work hours benefited his health, 
but it meant less money and fewer social opportunities.  
 
Joe, 64, forced to leave work because of his illness, described aging with 
HIV as "a shrinking kind of life."  
 
Masten found men struggled to balance the need to avoid physical and 
emotional stress with their desire to remain engaged.  
 
Loss:  Some of the men were adults during the earliest years of the 
epidemic, and most lost all of their friends to AIDS. Luis recalled friends 
"dropping like flies." 
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This traumatic loss eroded their self-confidence and left some wary of 
making new friends. "I'm just afraid of losing them all over again," one 
participant said.  
 
Moreover, the decimation of the gay community to AIDS left many feeling 
out of place. Some struggle with feelings of guilt. As one man explained: 
"When I talk about Philip being dead and Roger being dead, then I feel like, 
well (Patrick) you're not."  
 
Internal changes: The men discussed their changing priorities and shifts in 
attitude. Some reported feeling more comfortable with themselves, and more 
content with living on their own.  
 
Others have scaled back their social activities. Instead of going to 
restaurants, Mario talked about meeting friends for dinner in their apartment. 
He rarely goes to gay bars and does not have a sexual relationship. Most of 
the men have adopted healthy lifestyles, giving up drugs and alcohol. 
 
Few, however, have added new activities and relationships to replace what 
had been given up. In short, these men are surprised to have lived this long 
and they are unsure about how much time they have left. 
 
Stigma: The men's efforts to live full lives are hampered by the triple stigma 
of homophobia, AIDS and ageism. 
 
Each of the participants described how homophobia has shadowed their 
lives, resulting in: 
 

• physical and verbal harassment 
 

• loss of employment, and  
 

• fear of disclosure. 
 
In the 1980s, they were re-traumatized by the AIDS epidemic and the 
resulting AIDS stigma. 
 
Today, many struggle to cope with ageism. Mark, 54, still goes to the gay 
bar in his neighbourhood occasionally, but he feels less welcome. "Gay men, 
it's all about young, pretty boys, blah blah blah, whatever," he said.  
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Forging new pathways 
 
Despite challenges, the study found the men eager to rebuild their lives. 
Patrick talked about returning to graduate school in his 50s, for example. 
 
Another 50-year-old participant works as a community activist. He sees his 
social justice activities as a way to honour the memories of his deceased 
friends.  
 
Luis, 51, enrolled in a training program at the HIV organization where he 
worked as a volunteer. After his graduation, he earned additional money 
working as a peer counsellor. The opportunity to give back to others boosted 
his self-esteem. 
 
Community support 
 
Masten says that, while aging is part of everyone's normal developmental 
process, growing older with HIV poses additional changes and challenges. 
He argues community-based organizations must not only provide functional 
support for these men, but assess and treat depression.  
 
Since social support fosters well-being in aging, he emphasizes the 
importance of helping individuals build on their strengths and develop 
effective coping strategies. Specifically, he recommends the use of group 
therapy to help men: 
 

• build social networks 
 

• foster new interests 
 

• re-evaluate attitudes towards work 
 

• work through loss and survivor guilt 
 

• learn to cope with stigma of HIV illness, and 
 

• share medical insights and information. 
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Masten stresses health and social services can potentially play a powerful 
role in enhancing the mental health and well-being of gay men aging with 
HIV/AIDS, especially in the absence of more intimate forms of 
companionship. 
 
 

ROUNDUP 
 
 
SENIORS TAKE UP GRAFFITI IN LISBON: It began when LATA 65 
offered older adults in Lisbon, Portugal, a chance to become graffiti artists 
through a series of workshops.  
 
They learned: 
 

• the history and theory of street art  
• how to create street art stencils, and  
• tips on tagging from well-known street artists. 

 
Attendees ranged in age from 74 to 92. 
 
The group provided spray cans, masks and gloves, and it helped to find free 
spots in the city to tag and paint. Soon, older artists were creating funky 
fresh murals and colourful designs in run-down parts of Lisbon. 
 
We want to challenge stereotypes, LATA founder Lara Rodrigues, told 
Carol Off, host of CBC's As It Happens. "We really want to demonstrate that 
age is just a number; that artistic expression we usually associate with the 
young, [the elderly ] also want to try it." 
 
 
CALGARY'S ELDER SERVICE CORPS BUILDS COMMUNITY: 
Retirees want to enjoy life, and they want to live with a sense of purpose and 
meaning. Capitalizing on this desire, Carya, formerly Calgary Family 
Services, created the Elder Service Corps to help older adults use their life 
experience and skills for social and community impact. 
 
Older adults study themes of aging, social justice and community 
development for an eight-month period. In the practicum component of the 
program, Elder Service Corps members use their talent and training to 
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develop and implement a community project with support from the Carya 
team. 
 
Aziza Hakda, who arrived in Canada in 1971 as a refugee from Uganda, 
applauds the program. She told the Calgary Herald, "They are equipping us 
to become community developers. To me, that means going out and bringing 
the community together." 
 
For her first project, Hakda worked with Youth Link Calgary to partner high 
school students and older adults to help them write their memoirs. 
 
She didn't stop there. Hakda went on to convince a sports facility in her 
community to open its indoor soccer fields to older adults every weekday 
morning for a free walk. It attracts about 200 older people every day.  
 
For retirees, the Elder Service Corps is a legacy opportunity. Similar 
programs have run successfully in United States since the mid-1990s when 
social entrepreneur Marc Freedman launched the Experience Corps program 
to mentor low-income children in elementary schools. Today, Freedman is 
CEO of Encore.org. The organization harnesses the passions and skills of 
older adults to benefit communities in the United States and beyond. 
 
 
OLDER CHINESE STRUGGLE WITH EFFECTS OF ONE-CHILD 
POLICY: For the past 35 years, millions of Chinese families have been 
restricted in the number of children they can have by China's one-child 
policy. Parents in one-child families rank having one child as the most 
important aspect of their lives.  
 
When a family's only adult child dies, however, the parents face social 
exclusion. Parents who have lost their only child are labeled shiduers, a 
social identity associated with shame and failure.  
 
According to a recent study, shiduers find respite from discrimination by 
joining online communities such as Tong Ming Ren Shiduers. Individuals 
exchange information and provide emotional support to each other, using 
screen names, instead of their real names.  
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Parents attribute their problems to the one-child policy. As one man put it, "I 
was obedient to the Party's words and had only one child. But now, I feel I 
am a fool." 
 
In June 2012, May 2013 and April 2014, shiduers from across China 
gathered in Beijing to demand the government offer support and provide 
them with care in their old age.  
 
In late 2013, China relaxed its one-child policy to allow parents who come 
from one-child families to have more than one child. However, the one-child 
policy provides no legal recourse for those who have lost their only child. 
 
Researchers say a comprehensive policy is needed to provide care to a 
rapidly aging population, while also meeting the needs of the shiduers. 
 
Yongqiang Zheng and Thomas Lawson reported details of their study online 
in the International Journal of Social Welfare on Nov. 26, 2014. 
 
 
AN IRISHMAN'S MIGRANT HEART: Denis Sampson left Ireland as a 
student, leaving behind the farming countryside of his native County Clare. 
He arrived in the cosmopolitan city of Montreal on Sept. 21, 1970. 
 
Later, his Irish girlfriend joined him in Montreal. They married and raised a 
family. 
Over the next four decades, he taught literature at Vanier College and 
published several books, including a biography of Belfast-born Brain Moore 
and a critical study of Leitrim-born John McGahern. 
 
His intellectual memoir, A Migrant Heart, is honest, tender and courageous. 
Sampson charts his struggle to come to terms with versions of his story that 
rumble around inside of him about the old world he left behind versus the 
new world where he landed. 
 
A Migrant Heart is a book to savor for what it tells us about the human 
journey, the enabling power of literature and how the experience of exile 
changes us.  
 
 


